Key Vocabulary Foundation Subjects - Spring 2

● English/Phonics
● Maths
● Understanding the world
● Art and design
● Personal, social, emotional development
● Physical development

Subject: English and Phonics
Subject: English and Phonics
Class: Stars
Topic: Celebrations
Key word
story

sequence

colourful
semantics

word building

letter sound

Definition
A description of events that a person
has made up or imagined, to be told for
other people's entertainment; I read my
children their favourite story.

The way that things are arranged or the
order that they happen in; Put these
pages in sequence.

Sentence building and sentence
structure.

Putting the sounds together to
make up a word.

The sounds that each letter makes.

the act of blending sounds together.

blending

Visual

fiction

Imaginary things, especially literature;
She writes great fiction

Texts that are factual.

non-fiction

fairy-tale

sentence

capital letter

a story about fairies; told to amuse
children

A set of words that express something
in the form of a question or statement
etc.; This sentence has seven words in
it.
one of the large alphabetic characters
used as the first letter in writing or
printing proper names

Sequencing a story into an order

story map

adjective

An adjective describes a noun; The red
shoes; 'red' is the adjective.

Subject: Maths
Class: Stars
Topic: growing 6, 7, 8 and building 9 and 10.

Key word

Definition

six

The number 6, which sits
between 5 and 7; The hen laid
six eggs.

seven

The number 7, which sits
between 6 and 8; She is seven
years old.

eight

The number that comes
between seven and nine (8);
There were eight people at the
meeting.

nine

The number 9, which sits
between 8 and 10; She was
pregnant for nine months.

ten

The number 10, which sits
between 9 and 11; Ten fingers.

count

A number of the amount of
something; The last count
showed her level to be high.

arrange

put into a proper or systematic
order; "arrange the books on
the shelves in chronological
order"

represent

Show or mean something by
picture or symbol; The pictures
represent different ideas.

Visual

pairs

Two things that match; A pair
of socks.

odd

Odd numbers are those such
as 1, 3 and 5 that cannot be
divided evenly by 2; Is 7 an
odd number?

even

A number is even if it can be
divided by two; 16 is even
because 2 goes into it 8 times.

matching

being two identical

altogether

In total; That will cost three
pounds altogether.

part-whole model

A representation of two
parts coming together to
make a whole

tens frame

A practical tool to show
representations of number

length

The size of something from
one end to the other; The
length of the room.

height

How tall someone or
something is; What height are
you?

longer

Covering a length or distance;
It was a long road to the city.

shorter

Small in distance or length

taller

Used when talking about the
height of something; How tall is
it?

wider

Having a large distance from
one side to the other; It was a
wide corridor.

narrower

If something is narrow, it has a
short distance from one side to
the other; A narrow river.

now

At the present time; She is in
the bath now; I will leave now.

before

earlier in time; previously; "I
had known her before"; "as I
said before"; "he called me the
day before but your call had
come even earlier"; "her
parents had died four years
earlier"; "I mentioned that
problem earlier"

later

Used to talk about a time in the
future; We will go to the party
later.

soon

As soon as' means that
something will happen just
after something else happens;
I will be there as soon as the
car starts working.

today

The present period of time;
The world today.

yesterday

The day before today; I was
unwell yesterday.

Subject: Understanding the World
Class: Stars
Topic: Fairy Tales
Key word
planting

Definition
putting seeds or young plants
in the ground to grow; "the
planting of corn is hard work"

Visual

beanstalk

A type of plant

sunlight

Light from the sun; She felt the
sunlight on her face.

air

A mixture of gases around us
that we need to breathe in
order to live; There is not
enough air in this room, please
open a window.

nutrients

any substance (such as a
chemical element or inorganic
compound) that can be taken
in by a green plant and used in
organic synthesis

water

A clear liquid that is essential
for all forms of life;

light

Light is a form of energy that
comes mainly from the sun
and allows us to see clearly

dark

When you talk about 'the dark',
you are talking about a place
with little light;

vegetables

A plant or part of a plant that
can be eaten

woodland

beach

land that is covered with trees
and shrubs

The part of land beside the sea
that is made of sand or small
stones; Let's take a walk along
the beach.

town

A place with streets and
houses that is smaller than a
city but larger than a village;
She grew up in a town.

meadow

a field where grass or alfalfa
are grown to be made into hay

field

A place where farmers can
grow crops or keep animals;
The cows lay in the field.

map

A drawing of a part of the
earth's surface as seen from
above; We used a map to find
our way through the town.

journey

The act of travelling; The
journey took us three hours.

bridge

A structure built over a road or
river etc. that allows vehicles
and people to cross over it;
There is a bridge over this
road.

materials

A thing needed for a particular
activity; She will need writing
materials for school.

strong

Having much physical power;
She is very strong for her size.

weak

Likely to break because unable
to carry much weight; The
shelf is too weak to hold all the
books.

flexible

Able to bend without breaking;
The gymnast was very flexible.

Subject: Art and Design
Class: Stars
Topic: Fairytales

Key word
moving parts

Definition
in motion; "a constantly
moving crowd"; "the moving
parts of the machine"

Visual

printing

A reproduction by applying
ink or paint to paper.

pattern

Shapes and colours etc. put
together in a regular way; A
pattern on her shirt.

construction

the act of constructing
something; "during the
construction we had to take a
detour"; "his hobby was the
building of boats"

sculpture

A work of art made by
shaping a piece of wood or
stone etc.; An ice sculpture.

Collage

a paste-up made by sticking
together pieces of paper or
photographs to form an
artistic image

Subject: Personal, social, emotional development.
Class: Stars
Topic: Zones of Regulation and honesty and truthfulness
Key word

Definition

Visual

Blue zone

The Blue Zone is used to
describe low states of
alertness, such as when one
feels sad, tired, sick, or bored.

Green zone

The Green Zone is used to
describe a calm state of
alertness. A person may be
described as happy, focused,
content, or ready to learn when
in the Green Zone. Being in
the Green Zone will help
students be successful in the
classroom.

Yellow zone

The Yellow Zone is also used
to describe a heightened
state of alertness and
elevated emotions; however,
one has some control when
they are in the Yellow Zone. A
person may be experiencing
stress, frustration, anxiety,
excitement, silliness, the
wiggles, or nervousness when
in the Yellow Zone.

Red zone

The Red Zone is used to
describe extremely
heightened states of
alertness and intense
emotions. A person may be
elated or experiencing anger,
rage, explosive behavior,
devastation, or terror when in
the Red Zone.

team-work

Working together as part of a
group.

road-safety

Having an awareness of the
traffic and road rules to
ensure safety

Subject: PE
Class: Stars
Topic: dance, fitness

Key word

Definition

feelings

An emotion, a way that you
feel; She hated her feelings of
guilt.

movement

The act of moving or being
moved from one place to
another; The movement of
products from one country to
another.

posture

the arrangement of the body
and its limbs; "he assumed an
attitude of surrender"

Visual

dance style

A certain type of way of
moving your body to music;
We went to modern dance
classes.

healthy

Well; not ill; She has always
been healthy. having or
indicating good health in body
or mind; free from infirmity or
disease; "a rosy healthy baby";
"staying fit and healthy"

circuit

The route you take to get
round a place; They followed
the signs and completed the
circuit.

fitness

good physical condition; being
in shape or in condition

